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Abstract. Societal changes lead to an increase in the number of critical emergency situations in single households, resulting in
the need for new concepts, such as automatic detection of physical weakness. This paper describes an approach that identifies
deviations from a person’s ‘normal’ behavior, specifically the absence of typical activities, based on sensor information. False
negatives are avoided by using information about the behavior on different semantic levels. The approach was evaluated in a
variety of controlled lab experiments. Normal behavior was learned with 120 typical activity scenarios in bathroom and kitchen. Three configurations were defined for each location and semantic level. 100 scenarios with and without emergency situations were performed. The system’s responses were analyzed regarding correctness and reaction time. Hypothesis 1: The approach detects at least 80% of critical motionlessness situations correctly (sensitivity > 0.8), which is confirmed for every configuration. Hypothesis 2: The number of false alarms (false positives) is lower than 10% with the best configuration (false
positive rate < 0.1), which is confirmed for 8 out of 12 configurations. The evaluation results suggest that it is possible to detect situations of physical weakness with sufficient reliability. The approach was also tested against a standard procedure with
static thresholds.
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The causes of emergency situations involving elderly persons living alone vary widely, but in many
instances the speed of the emergency response can
have a significant impact on the outcome. An emergency situation could be a critical change of vital
parameters, a fall of the person concerned, or any
other situation of acute helplessness caused by physical or mental impairments. The best conceivable reaction in such a situation is that the affected person is
able to help him- or herself and that assistance arrives
quickly. Critical deterioration of the functional health
status can potentially be avoided if the response is
fast. This does not include any deterioration caused
by the emergency itself. A situation of physical
weakness describes a situation in which the person
affected can no longer pursue daily life in a normal
way. In the worst case, the person is incapable of
*

seeking assistance independently. This may result in
a long delay before help is provided. Long delays can
cause more critical effects on a person’s health status; in the worst case, the result may be the person’s
death [18]. Currently, relatives, neighbors, or other
social contacts can identify such situations by observing and detecting abnormal behaviors such as when
shutters remain closed or daily activity ceases. As a
result of the demographic changes in society, by
2050, the proportion of the elderly population (≥65
years) will rise from 5% (2000) to 14% in the countries that are currently poor, and from 14% to 26% in
countries that are currently rich [11]. In parallel, the
number of elderly persons living alone will rise significantly. As a consequence, the total number of
such situations of physical helplessness and the costs
of associated treatment are also expected to increase
as part of a general rise in health care spending [3].
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These trends require new solutions that will permit
extending the time elderly persons can live at home
safely1 and independently. Also, home-centered
health care will become an important health management issue in the future [4]. Sensor-based approaches
aimed at dealing with these issues and at addressing
several additional challenges are provided in the field
of ‘Ambient Assisted Living’ (AAL).
This article presents an innovative approach to
modeling an individual’s normal behavior automatically and continuously in the context of AAL. Based
on the selected models, the approach identifies inactivity in order to allow the provision of assistance
when necessary. Moreover, a test of general functionality was performed by assessing the accuracy of
this approach using a scenario-based evaluation in a
controlled environment.
In Section 2, the background of potential situations
of physical helplessness including their implications
and consequences is described. The method applied
and the approach developed are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the controlled experiments,
whose results are reported in Section 5. Some conclusions are discussed in Section 6, which also includes the limitations of the study, the differentiation
from other approaches, and a final conclusion.
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2. Background
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Figure 1 illustrates in a simplified way the possible
situations elderly persons can find themselves in following an emergency. The figure refers to the human
health status model of Nehmer et al. [32]. Situation 1
in Fig. 1 illustrates the best instance of an emergency
situation – the person is able to call for help by himor herself and help is provided quickly. A technical
system such as a home emergency system with a
wearable panic button is a current method that allows
supporting a person in this way. One disadvantage of
these systems is that between 27% and 40% of the
users do not wear the device every day [34]; in addition, no response can be provided if someone has
fainted and is thus unable to activate the button. Situations 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 illustrate possible situations
of physical helplessness in which the person can no
longer help him- or herself [42,44]. In situation 2, the
critical status of the person is detected after a certain
1
‘Safe’ does not mean that emergencies are actively prevented,
but rather that in case of an emergency, appropriate assistance is
provided, e.g., by calling an ambulance.

Fig. 1. Potential situations after the occurrence of an emergency.

amount of time, e.g., by a mobile care provider, relative, neighbor, or someone else. The worst case is
that no help is provided in time, which may result in
the death of the affected person (situation 3).
One approach aimed at avoiding situations 2 and 3
(i.e., at reducing the duration of the decreasing period
in the center) is to identify situations of physical
helplessness automatically with the help of an unobtrusive monitoring and assistance system acting in
the background. Such a situation is illustrated in situation 4 of Fig. 1. In this case, the actual behavior is
compared against defined thresholds or learned patterns representing normal behavior. After a brief period of verification time including a call back to the
person, help is notified automatically and arrives
quickly. The likelihood of a person recovering his or
her functional health status is better than in situation
2 due to the reduced delay in emergency response.
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The first major challenge regarding the development and modeling of such an approach is the description of an individual’s ‘normal’ or typical routine based on the continuous event stream provided
by sensors from the environment. The second major
challenge lies in rapidly detecting the absence of an
expected activity, considering the position and time
of the last activity. An additional problem is the fact
that a person’s behavior can change over time, so the
mechanism must be capable of adapting automatically to behavioral alterations.
These long-term behavior changes may be relevant
to geriatric care providers. In this case, detailed information about the sensor events would also be necessary, e.g., in the context lattices format [46]. Rulebased or evidence-based temporal reasoning approaches like those reported in [6,28,41] may be useful for interpreting a person’s activities.
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A method for detecting abnormal behavior with
the help of a support vector machine is introduced by
Yin et al. [48].
Vivago reports on a wrist device with an integrated
panic button and an accelerometer for detecting a
long period of passivity or total lack of movement
[39]. A promising approach that is independent of the
cause of an emergency is introduced by Kaluža and
Gams [20]. The intensity of a person’s activity
(measured by location tracking sensors) is represented in a spatial-activity matrix. With the outlier
detection method, unusual daily patterns are detected.
Approaches for the detection of inactivity (as an
indicator for a situation of physical helplessness)
based on ambient sensors can be separated into two
types.
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2.2. Common approaches for detecting situations of
physical helplessness
Several approaches address the idea of detecting
complete inactivity or deviations from learned behavior. Yin and Bruckner model a person’s daily activity
using a hidden Markov model (HMM) [47]. The goal
in this case is to compare actual activity patterns to
the trained model in order to detect deviations in the
patterns. The same idea is pursued by Jakkula and
Cook, who use a temporal data mining approach [19].

2.2.1. Type 1 – based on statically defined thresholds
In type 1, the detection of inactivity is based on
pre-defined static thresholds. For example, a maximal retention time for a stay in a specific room is
defined. If this value is exceeded, a notification is
sent. In their system, Kutzik and Glascock generate a
notification if an activity inside the bathroom is detected, but is not followed within 60 minutes by any
activity outside [24]. With the product ‘Caresse’,
such conditions can be defined separately depending
on the time of day, e.g., if no activity is detected outside the bedroom between 6 am and 8 am, a notification is sent [2].

O

2.1. The challenges of fall detection approaches
Common approaches in Ambient Assisted Living
that deal with emergency situation detection focus on
direct identification of the reasons and circumstances
of possible situations of helplessness. For example,
systems have been developed to detect falls [15] or a
high risk of falling [27,40] based on video data or by
analyzing acceleration or altitude data based on
body-mounted sensors [9]. An alternative approach
to detecting falls is to interpret peripherally measured
noises or vibrations [43]. These strategies have to
face the high variability of real falls [22]. In addition,
the ethical restrictions regarding privacy and acceptance of some sensors are also an important challenge [8,49].
A major drawback of approaches aimed at detecting acute events is their inherent blindness to situations where a subject needs external aid despite the
absence of previous critical activity (e.g., inability to
leave the bed or the chair without assistance).
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2.2.2. Type 2 – based on dynamically calculated
thresholds
In type 2, thresholds are created individually for
each subject. They are derived from recorded behavior data as described in this article. Expected times of
subsequent actions are estimated by analyzing socalled ‘activity or inactivity curves’, or based on pattern comparison.
The activity curves illustrated in Fig. 2 are used to
calculate the thresholds, which depend on the individual person, the time of day, and the location [37].
The height of the bars represents the measured level
of sensor activity. The approach of Cuddihy et al. and
Floeck et al. is similar [12,14]. They estimated the
maximum time of total inactivity per day (see Fig. 3)
and compared these values with the actual individual
situation. Most information provided by sensorequipped smart homes is considered in this model in
a generalized way. This means that information about
the room where an activity is detected is not considered.
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Fig. 3. Inactivity data with alert line used by Cuddihy
h et al. [12].
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2.3. Differentiation from other approaches
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The system described in this paper does not require the use of audio-visual sensors (e.g., [15]) or
body-mounted sensors (e.g., [9,39]). This should help
to increase the general acceptance of the system
[33,49]. From an ethical perspective, it is also important to point out that this approach does not require the system to interpret events in terms of what
exactly the person is doing (e.g., detection of Activities of Daily Living), and thus issues associated with
the tracking of a person’s activities are minimized.
The goal is rather to detect a situation of inactivity as
an indicator for a situation of helplessness. This is the
difference to approaches that try to detect unusual
behavior patterns as an indicator of a critical situation
(e.g., [47,19]).
The behavior models of this approach adapt themselves to individual human behavior and are not defined generically (e.g., [2,24]). Section 5.3 shows that
the reaction time is improved by this method. This
approach does not require any effort-intensive and

O

complex configuration. The activity information provided is considered individually for the detection and
is not generalized to activity profiles (e.g., activity
curves [12,14,37]). The algorithm also does not use
mo
ost probable patterns (e.g., [31]) or intention prediction based on stochastic information as in the hidden Markov models (HMM) [29] approach. For example, Krüger et al. [23] follow the HMM approach
for recognizing activities, Yin and Bruckner [47] try
to detect critical situations in a living environment
with the help of HMM. The assumption is that elderly people have a relatively stable lifestyle. This
meeans that the likelihood of producing a false alarm
in an uncommon but nevertheless frequent situation
with low activity is quite high. The goal in the described approach was to strengthen the impact of
those rare situations. In order words, in every situation the case th
hat lasted the longest (in the defined
time range) should be the reference, not similar cases.
By doing so, the risk of false alarms should be reduced in general, along with an increased mean reaction time. The approach of Yin and Bruckner additionally addresses the detection of exceptionally high
activity. One suboptimal issue is that the sensor data
are combined into 30-minute intervals. This entails a
loss of information, which increases the reaction time.
In general, similarities can be seen between the
current approach and HMM or artificial neuronal
networks (ANN) because of its net characteristic. But
it should be noted that because of the aspects mentioned above, no probabilities or weights are used,
which are key characteristics of those techniques. So
the described approach may be said to be a special
case of those methods. The only parameter relevant
for choosing the next state is the time value attached
to the transitions. Another similarity to HMM is that
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Since location and time play essential roles, considering both appears to be appropriate [17]. Poujaud
et al. represent the time slots of inactivity in different
rooms using bar graphs or density distributions of
inactivity [35].
Naroska et al. calculate temporal thresholds for
expected subsequent activities by comparing the previous activity pattern to learned patterns by means of
sequence alignment algorithms. The advantage of
this approach is its high accuracy for predicting activities that are part of recurring activities, i.e., ‘domestic patterns’ [31,38].
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Fig. 2. Activity curves over 24 hours used by Reeves et al. [37].
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the history of previous states is not considered for
decision making.
It should be pointed out that in other approaches
the behavior model is learned only once during an
initial time period or at periodic intervals. In this case,
the behavior model is adapted continuously. The
model is robust and capable of healing itself. The
fallback solution of this approach for the detection of
the described case of ongoing activity in a situation
of helplessness seems to be quite unique because of
the fact that most similar approaches focus on the
detection of total inactivity. Nevertheless, a combination with other approaches for emergency detection
based on body-fixed sensors (e.g., [20]) or standard
wrist panic buttons is conceivable.

Fig. 4. Schematic visualization of an NFA as used in the application.
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3.1. Method
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This approach adapts concepts from automata
theory (finite-state machines (FSM), non-deterministic finite automata (NFA) [36]) and applies selfcreating and adapting state machines to model an
individual subject’s behavior automatically and continuously.
The definition of an NFA is given by Aho et al. [1]:
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1. A finite set of states S.
2. A set of input symbols E, the input alphabet.
3. A transition function that gives, for each state,
and for each symbol in E, a set of possible next
states.
4. A state from S that is distinguished as the start
state (or initial state).
5. A set of states F, a subset of S, which are distinguished as the accepting states (or final states).
The NFA can only be in one state at any moment.
In this interpretation of NFA theory, every state represents one basic activity of a person provided by a
sensor. The transitions symbolize the change from
one activity to a sequentially neighboring one with
temporal attributes representing the duration. This
could be, for example, the two activities ‘fridge
opened’ and ‘fridge closed’, which would be provided by a contact sensor mounted to the fridge door.

The number of transitions originating from a state is
not predefined. Figure 4 shows a simplified example
of an NFA with a start state ss1, a final state fs4, and
normal states s2 and s3.
For the NFAs used in the current approach, the notation ‘behavior model’ was chosen. The main difference with respect to the most common applications
of state machines for other purposes is that the proposed model is not used for carrying out tasks or detecting patterns (e.g., [5,10,26]). In order to reduce
false-alarm conditions, the system must be robust in
handling less likely situations. Hence, other types of
attributes are attached to the transitions in this implementation, which are described in the following
sections.

O

3. Approach for the detection of physical
helplessness at home
In the following, the proposed approach for identifying situations of physical helplessness is described.
As it is based on the concept of finite state machines,
the relevant basics are briefly introduced as well.
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3.2. Overview and definitions
The general assumption of the proposed approach
is that each activity of the continuous activity event
stream has a maximal expected entry time for a subsequent activity with an additional tolerance interval
for catching outliers. These numbers are estimates
based on past history data and a countdown is activated accordingly. If no new activity event occurs
during this countdown (duration = maximal expected
time + tolerance interval), a notification will be sent.
Figure 5 demonstrates this method of identifying a
situation of inactivity as an indicator for physical
helplessness.
The continuous activity event stream is schematically drawn with randomly occurring activities and
the maximum expected entry time and tolerance interval. The challenge is how to choose valid estimates for these time values.
The estimation is performed by quantifying a person’s normal behavior on the basis of measured sensor information during a learning phase. In addition,
an automated continuous learning concept guarantees
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the adaptation of the system to inconspicuous changes in the person’s behavior in the long term. The test
for inactivity is performed during the so-called detection phase.
Activity events are triggered by motion sensors,
contact sensors, power sensors, or water flow sensors.
Activity events can also be generated by combining
the outputs of multiple sensors. In principle, the
number and type of sensors are not limited. The
complexity of the behavior model increases in accordance with the number of available activity events,
which are represented as states s ϵ S {s1,…,sm} in the
behavior model. The changes between consecutive
states in a behavior model are described with the help
of transitions ti,j ϵ T (e.g., t2,3 for the transition from
state s2 to s3 in Fig. 4). If an activity event repeats
itself, a transition can refer to the same state again
(e.g., t3,3 at state s3 in Fig. 4). This can occur for activity events caused by motion sensors.
Every behavior model consists of at least one start
state ssi ϵ SS {ss1,…,ssn} and one final state fsi ϵ FS
{fs1,…,fso}. If an activity event related to a final state
occurs, the procedure switches to standby mode.
While the standby mode is active, the detection and
the learning mechanisms are inactive. This makes
sense when the assisted person is not in the monitored area anymore (e.g., leaves the apartment) or
when a visitor arrives. If additional persons enter the
monitored area, it is not possible to train meaningful
behavior models, due to the multiple broadcasting of
activity events by the sensors. Activity events related
to start states deactivate the standby mode and the
detection and learning mechanisms become active
again.
Additionally, each behavior model has its configuration parameters ϵ C. These static parameters directly influence the general behavior of the system: the
minimum countdown value Cmin, the tolerance values
Ac and Mc, the validity threshold Dtmin, and the validity time range At. The purpose of the minimum
countdown Cmin is to avoid thresholds that are too
low, resulting from neighboring activities (e.g., correlation between motion sensor and light switch). A
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Fig. 5. Concept of inactivity detection.

higher minimum countdown value reduces the potential number of false alarms, but also increases the
time needed for detecting an emergency situation.
The tolerance values Ac and Mc for options 1 and 2
define how the tolerance time is calculated for defining the countdown value during the detection phase.
The tolerance time can either be calculated relative to
the maximum expected time or as a static value.
The validity threshold Dtmin defines the minimum
number of occurrences that have to be achieved by a
transition before it is defined as valid. A high value
ensures that only frequent transitions are considered
for the countdown calculation, whereas a low value
means that rarely performed transitions are also considered. In the current implementation of the system,
this value is also used for the calculation of the approximated mean value as the number of considered
values (option 1, see chapter 3.3). A lower value results in faster adaptation of the behavior model to the
real behavior. In contrast, a higher value represents a
less flexible model, which considers more long-term
data and ignores short-term changes.
For option 2, adjustments are possible, since the
number and duration of time ranges for which the
maximum value should be representative can be defined.
At defines the time range during which the transitions must occur in order to be classified as valid and
to be considered during the detection phase. A lower
value for this attribute results in fast adjustment of
the behavior models from potentially inaccurate transitions. In parallel, the risk increases that some transitions are noted as invalid even when they are representative of real behaviors and should be classified as
valid.
In summary, each behavior model is defined by
the quintuple B = {SS, S, FS, T, C}. The roles of the
configuration parameters in the learning and detection phases are described in the following chapters.
3.3. Learning phase
The transitions and their properties are trained during the ‘learning phase’. The learning phase occurs
after each activation of a state by its related activity
event. The transition between the previous state and
the current state is either created or updated. Among
other things, the fact that the transitions are created
during run-time is a significant difference compared
to the common usage of state machines. Several descriptive attributes are attached to the transitions (see
Fig. 6). These contribute to determining whether a
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Algorithm learning(si, sk) :
Input: previous activity si
new activity sk
if sk.type == startstate then
return
/*load specific transition (si->sk)
parameter (nt, adt, mv1) from DB*/
Fig. 6. Attributes of a transition ti,j.

dt = sk.time – si.time
//Option 1
if nt < config.Dtmin then
adtnew = adt + dt
else if nt == config.Dtmin then
adtnew = (adt + dt)/ config.Dtmin

PY

else if nt > config.Dtmin then
adtnew = adt – ((adt + dt)/
config.Dtmin)
//Option 2
if dt > mv1 then
mv1 = dt

O

adt = adtnew
nt++
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/*save specific transition parameter
(adt, nt, mv1) to DB*/
return
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transition can be used for the detection of inactivity.
A transition ti,j between the states si and sj is defined
as invalid if the number of overall occurrences nti,j is
lower than the defined threshold Dtmin, in order to
ensure a level of maturity. Alternatively, a transition
is deemed invalid if the last occurrence of this transition in the activity event stream is out of date. This
means that the timestamp tti,j is lower than the actual
timestamp minus the validity time range At, so a certain level of actuality can be guaranteed.
Another important transition attribute is the socalled characteristic time. It represents the typical
time span between two activity events (i.e., sensor
activations) corresponding to the participating states.
This value is used for estimating the maximum expected time and the tolerance time during the detection phase. In general, there are two possibilities for
determining the characteristic time value.
Option 1 is to calculate the approximated mean
value adti,j of the duration of the transition within a
pre-defined number of occurrences occurrences (cf.
Fig. 7 for an explanatory pseudo code of the procedure). In this implementation, the defined validity
threshold Dtmin is reused according to formulas LP1
to LP3 in Fig. 8). The definition of Dtmin determines
the speed of the adaptation to changes in behavior.
Large values result in slow adaptation of the behavior
model to long-term changes in a person’s behavior;
small values enable fast adaptation. Option 1 models
the averaged behavior; its disadvantage is its sensitivity to the effects of outliers.
An alternative Option 2 avoids this drawback and
determines the maximum values Mi,j = {mvi,j,1,…,
mvi,j,x} of the transition durations within a pre-defined
time range (LP4 in Fig. 8). For example, this may be
the maximum value per week over a three-week period. In this case, three values are stored. From these,
the maximum value is selected as maximum expected
time for the detection phase. Because of the continuous learning process, the oldest maxima are deleted
at the start of a new time period. For example, the
maximum value from four weeks prior would be deleted at the start of a new week.

Fig. 7. Pseudo code for the ‘learning’ process.

Figure 7 provides the pseudo code for the ‘learning’
process and serves as an explanation for Fig. 8.
3.4. Detection phase
The task of the ‘detection phase’ is to identify the
maximum expected time and the tolerance time for
initializing the countdown for the actual state. So the
highest characteristic time value from all neighboring
valid transitions going out from the actual state is
chosen. One exception occurs if the actual state is a
final state.
Based on the highest approximated mean value
(option 1) and the highest maximum value (option 2),
summarized time values are calculated, including the
defined relative tolerance value Ac for option 1 and
Mc for option 2. The higher of the two results is used
to set up the countdown. The minimum value defines
the value below which the countdown cannot be set
(DP1 to DP4 in Fig. 8).
After this procedure, the countdown starts. If a
new state is activated (i.e., if a new sensor activation
occurs) while the countdown is running, the procedure, including the learning phase, is repeated and
the countdown is restarted with a new value. If no
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Algorithm detection(si) :
Input: new activity si
if si.type == finalState then
return
//Option 1
adtmax = getMaxNeighboredadt(si)
c = max(config.Cmin, adtmax*config.Ac)
//Option 2
mvmax = getMaxNeighboredmv(si)
c = max(c, mvmax*config.Mc)
startCountdown(c)

PY

if newActivityOccurs then
stopCountdown()
sk = newActivity
learning(si,sk)
detection(sk)
return

O

if countdownFinished then
raiseAlarm()
return
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Fig. 9. Pseudo code for the ‘detection’ process.

Fig. 8. Flowchart describing the system behavior.

state is triggered during the activation period of the
countdown, the system reports a missing but expected activity. Tests of both determination options
have shown that the tolerance value for the countdown calculation based on option 2 can be much
lower than that for option 1.
The flowchart shown in Fig. 8 demonstrates the
general procedure completed by the system when an
activity event occurs. Steps DP1 to DP4 show the
process used to determine the countdown value.
Steps LP1 to LP4 show the calculation of the characteristic time values for the transition. The variable dtik

represents the actual time interval measured between
the states (sensor activations) si and sk. The learning
and detection phases do not need to occur in this order and could be conducted in parallel.
The realization for the detection phase could be
done in the following way (see Fig. 9).
3.5. Behavior models
Several kinds of behavior models with different
levels of granularity can represent the behavior of the
monitored person during different time ranges. The
states of each level represent activities with similar
entropy.
For instance, the lowest-level behavior model L1
in Fig. 10 could include all the sensor activity events
triggered by the assisted person directly. This means
that this model could include every possible transition (higher granularity). The next level L2 includes a
subset of these activity events in combination with
higher-order aggregated activity events such as room
changes. Therefore, the L2 model includes fallback
functionality for the lower level, but results in longer
reaction times.
Specifically, if the lower behavior model does not
detect a situation of physical helplessness, a higherlevel model could identify such a situation. Therefore,
the number of false-negatives is expected to decrease.
If, for example, the person falls and tries to get up
again without success, the motion sensors would still
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Fig. 11. Example: Detection validation by means of using behavior
models on different levels.
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appropriate behavior model is valid for a very specific time range.
The time ranges should be chosen to correspond to
the person’s characteristic activity phases in the circadian rhythm (see Fig. 12). In order to avoid times
during which no detection is active, overlapping the
time ranges of the behavior models is recommended.
The number of behavior models defined within the
system is not limited.
Because the initial installation procedure involves
an untrained time period, it is necessary to allow
some time for the system to adapt to a specific person’s behavior. In order to enable detection during
this time, one can define a higher standard time for
the countdown calculation. Using this method will
result in less accurate indications of emergent situations until the system has learned the monitored person’s behavior; however, it offers some functionality
immediately after installation.
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detect activity, and the lowest behavior model L1
would continue to restart the countdown over and
over. To demonstrate this scenario, Fig. 11 shows
three connected rooms with the measured activity
marked.
At the top of Fig. 11, the person’s movement is
shown. After moving from the first to the second
room, the person falls in the third room. The illustration in the middle shows an example behavior model
L1 with higher granularity. The behavior model is
based on the states s1–s8, which are related to motion
sensor events in this case. The transitions in between
are learned accordingly and the current behavior is
checked continuously as described. Since the fallen
person is still moving and the motion sensors are
activated, behavior model L1 does not recognize the
special situation during the detection phase because
of the recurring restart of the countdown. Behavior
model L2 on a lower level of granularity (at the bottom of Fig. 11) focuses on the room changes (s9–s11).
This model is able to detect an abnormal situation
since the person is not leaving the third room for an
uncommonly long time. However, the time needed
for detecting this situation is longer than that of model L1with higher granularity (assuming the monitored
person is motionless and not activating the motion
sensors in room 3). A third behavior model (L3 in
Fig. 10) covers social activities such as leaving the
apartment, having a visitor, etc., so the model’s output might be an indicator of social isolation instead
of time-critical emergency indications as described in
models L1 and L2.
Due to variations in behavior throughout the day
(e.g., behavior at night is different from behavior at
noontime), the configuration allows defining a time
range for the validity of the overall behavior model.
Based on the configuration parameters, a behaviormodel-specific start- and end-timestamp can be defined. A long time range of a behavior model has the
consequence that a person’s behavior is approximated for the overall time, meaning that the behavior is
generalized for a long time. On the other hand, a
short time range of a behavior model means that the
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Fig. 10. Behavior models with different levels of granularity.

3.6. Sensors
The system is generally independent of the sensor
set used. The major requirement is that sensor information is triggered by the monitored person him- or
herself and is provided in the form of (activity)
events. Environmental sensors in the monitored area
could include motion sensors with semantic events
like ‘entering area of interest’ or ‘motion in the area
of interest’. In most cases, events like ‘leaving area
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Fig. 12. Example activity over time with behavior models with
their time ranges (TR).
Fig. 14. Self-adapting process inside a behavior model.

R

Fig. 13. Example: aggregated activity event ‘Room Change’.
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A special feature of the system is that sensors can
be added or removed at runtime. Therefore, a behavior model can fix itself if a sensor fails or ceases to
be triggered (see Fig. 14). Several potential causes
for sensor failure can occur, including changes in
behavior, reorganization of furniture, sensor malfunctions, etc.
If a sensor event is not published anymore, e.g. because the sensor stops working, the incoming and
outgoing transitions from, respectively to, other
states automatically become invalid because of the
defined validity time range. New transitions are
learned by ignoring the state (see Fig. 14b).
The granularity of the behavior model decreases,
but the general functionality of the system is still
assured. Similarly, if a new sensor is added, the behavior model adapts itself to account for the additional information (see Fig. 14c).
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of interest’ are not triggered by the person directly,
meaning that the sensor must wait some time to identify whether another motion occurs after the person
has left the focused area. As a result, these kinds of
events generally involve a latency time. Events triggered by contact sensors or power meters are useful
if they indicate the occurrence of events such as
‘cupboard opened/closed’ or ‘toaster switched on’.
Behavior models can also process virtual events
[25]. These kinds of activity events are created by
other components and represent patterns of sensor
events. Aggregated events could detect room changes
like those shown in Fig. 13 with a semantic meaning
such as ‘bedroom entered/left’ or ‘apartment entered/left’.
As shown in Fig. 13, the detection of room changes can be based on generalized events like ‘activity in
room 1’ (a5) and ‘activity in room 2’ (a6). The sequential occurrence of these two events indicates that
a person has changed rooms. The underlying direct
activity information could be produced by motion
sensors. One possibility for detecting such combinations as well as other characteristic patterns of interest is to follow the EARS approach (Event-driven
Activity Recognition System; for further information,
see [41]).

4. Experiment
The definition of the configuration parameters entails an optimization problem. A small tolerance value leads to a shorter reaction time to an emergency
situation, but concurrently, the occurrence of false
alarms increases. A higher tolerance value produces
the opposite result with increased reaction times and
decreased false alarm rates. In order to verify the
functionality of the approach, an extensive series of
tests was performed in a test environment at Fraunhofer IESE. Option 1 (described previously) was
chosen to train the behavior models in this evaluation.
For this evaluation, the scenarios were restricted to
the test environment’s kitchen and the bathroom. The
evaluation was based on the ‘Goal Question Metric’
(GQM) paradigm for the measurement of qualities in
the software engineering domain [7].
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Fig. 15. Sensor setup for evaluation in the bathroom and kitchen.

4.1. Problem statement and research objective
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Critical situations of physical weakness can be
very different from the system point of view and
have a variety of causes as described in chapter 2.
They should be detected as quickly and accurately as
possible.
The research objective of the experiment was to
analyze and evaluate the accuracy of the system’s
situation recognition within the test environment by
executing predefined scenarios. A completely randomized experimental design was chosen. Additionally, a configuration for this sensor setting was identified. Normal behavior was learned based on data
recorded during a previous evaluation that included
acting out 120 similar scenarios. During the experiment, the learning functionality was deactivated so
that learning was separated from testing.

lessness). The dependent variable is the accuracy of
the approach.
The sensitivity and the false positive rate are calculated with the following formulas:

4.2. Hypotheses, parameters, and variables
In accordance with the GQM approach, quantitative hypotheses addressing the issue of accuracy were
defined. The values were defined in workshops conducted with clinical experts and are described as testable hypotheses H1 and H2.
H1: The approach detects at least 80% of critical
motionlessness situations correctly (sensitivity > 0.8).
H2: The number of false alarms (false positives)
is lower than 10% with the best configuration (false
positive rate < 0.1).
Variables: The independent variable is the situation with its two levels (critical situation of physical
helplessness/no critical situation of physical help-





  
    

  

 
     

4.3. Instrumentation
Several preparations were made before the experiment started. For example, the lab was prepared, the
components were configured and initialized, etc. In
the following sections, these activities are described.
4.3.1. Sensor setting
In the test environment, which consists of five
rooms typical of a standard apartment, a wide range
of sensors are used for detecting situations of interest.
Figure 15 illustrates the individual sensor setup in the
test environment. The bathroom (~7 sq. m.) and the
kitchen (~9 sq. m.) are equipped with typical furniture and devices.
4.3.2. Configuration of the behavior models
Two levels of granularity for the behavior models
were defined for the experiment:
− basic activity level
− room change level

(Level 1)
(Level 2)

Three configurations of the behavior models were
used, which differed in terms of their stringency. The
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Table 1

Table 2

Configuration of the behavior models – Level 1

Configuration of the behavior models – Level 2

L1_Config_1 L1_Config_2 L1_Config_3
10
20
30
200%
8
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4.3.3. Learning of the normal behavior
A recording of sensor events from a previous evaluation was reused for learning normal behavior. 120
sensor recordings were utilized including:
− Bathroom: Personal Hygiene (54 scenarios)
− Kitchen:
Preparation of Meals (66 scenarios)

AU

In the previous evaluation, these scenarios were
developed and acted out by test persons in order to
determine whether a developed component is able to
detect characteristic activities (Activities of Daily
Living (ADL)). These scenarios can be split into scenarios either containing or not containing ADLs. The
ADLs included ‘Personal Hygiene’ and ‘Toilet Usage’ in the bathroom and ‘Preparation of Meals’ in
the kitchen. For more information, see [21].
4.3.4. Experiment-specific instruments
An additional click sensor was integrated for signaling the execution of the individual scenarios and
indicating the emergency event for the calculation of
the reaction time by the evaluation component. A test
run of the experiment process was performed.
The scenarios were designed and written on cards.

150%
20

175%
30

The participants were introduced to the test environment.
Sensor data were collected and stored by a software recorder. The reaction time was calculated and
stored by a special evaluation component (for the
format, see Table 3). The response times reported
indicate the time needed to send the alarm signal in
each configuration. The times were calculated based
on the send click event of the participant in case of an
emergency situation in the scenario and the sent
alarm event. If an alarm occurred in the case of a
non-emergency scenario, this is indicated with an ‘A’,
otherwise with an ‘N’.

R

first configuration is close to the learned model with
a smaller relative tolerance and a higher degree of
adaptability (validity threshold) to behavior changes.
The likelihood of promptly detecting a situation of
physical helplessness is higher, but so is the likelihood of false alarms. The third configuration allows
greater deviation from normal behavior, but also results in increased time needed for detection and a
lower chance of generating false alarms. The second
configuration lies in between.
The 12 different configurations of the behavior
models (6 for the bathroom / 6 for the kitchen) are
listed in the Tables 1 and 2.
The influence of the configured parameters on the
detection behavior is described in chapter 3.2. The
attribute ‘validity time range’ is not of interest in this
case because of the fact that the test scenarios are not
related to a time of day.

125%
10

PY

175%
6

L2_Config_1 L2_Config_2 L2_Config_3
180
240
300

O

150%
4

Variables
Minimum countdown [sec]
Tolerance value
Validity threshold

4.4. Material

C

Variables
Minimum countdown [sec]
Tolerance value
Validity threshold

Independent authors defined a total of 100 typical,
realistic scenarios designed to ensure that the order
and duration of the typical activities varied. Parts of
some activities were deliberately left out in order to
increase the variability of the scenarios.
The scenarios were separated into two types for
each of the two rooms (bathroom and kitchen).
The scenarios for the bathroom included, for example:
Type 1: A typical situation with a critical outcome
a. Fall in front of sink while washing hands.
b. Loss of consciousness on toilet.
c. Fall while leaving shower, then trying to get up
(without success).
d. …
Type 2: A typical situation without a critical outcome
a. Washing hands.
b. Washing body at the sink.
c. Taking a shower.
d. …
The scenarios were described on scenario cards as
shown in Fig. 16.
In total, the 100 scenarios included:
− 25 positive (i.e., with a situation of physical
helplessness) and 25 negative (i.e., without a
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Table 3
Automatically generated result table of the evaluation
Count

StartTime

EndTime

Scen. ID

Type

Result (msec) Result (msec) Result (msec) Result (msec) Result (msec) Result (msec)
L1_Config_1 L1_Config_2 L1_Config_3 L2_Config_1 L2_Config_2 L2_Config_3

1

15:50:01 15:56:30 6

Pos

13834

20 098

43 287

212 991

361 851

561 228

2
…

15:58:12 16:05:43 21
…
…
…

Neg
…

A
…

N
…

N
…

N
…

N
…

N
…

situation of physical helplessness) scenarios for
the bathroom
− 25 positive and 25 negative scenarios for the
kitchen

the recognition result, no person other than the participant was allowed to enter the test environment during the evaluation phase.
4.7. Experiment run

Fall after washing hands
Critical sit. of phys. helplessness
• Entering bathroom
• Washing hands
• Fall
• Trying to get up (unsuccessfully)

The seven participants randomly drew a card with
a scenario description. After the scenario card had
been selected, the scenario ID and the current time
were noted. The card was removed from the scenario
pool. Then the participant performed the selected
scenario in the appropriate location (bathroom or
kitchen) with the help of the description. In order to
monitor whether the scenarios were acted out correctly, cameras were installed in the test environment.

PY

ID:
Type:

4.5. Subjects
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The original target group for Ambient Assisted
Living systems are people over the age of 65. For the
execution of this experiment, it was determined that
participant age was not important since the participants would be acting out pre-defined scenarios. The
participants’ age ranged between 24 and 30 years.
In theory, the scenarios could be acted out by one
participant; however, due to the large number of scenarios, multiple participants were used to avoid fatigue and errors.
In this study, a group of seven participants performed all one hundred scenarios. This means each
participant performed approximately 14 scenarios.

C

O

Fig. 16. Example of a scenario card.

4.6. Preparation

A test run of the experiment was conducted in order to test the feasibility of the procedure and the
technical setup for the experiment. Based on the
feedback from the pilot subjects, some smaller issues
in the material, such as understandability of the instructions, were improved. At the beginning of the
experiment, the participants received an introduction
to the environment. All relevant sensors located in
the areas of the evaluation were active together with
their software components. The software system with
services for collecting the sensor information and the
emergency detection component itself were started.
To avoid faulty sensor information that might impact

5. Results
The detection component analyzed the sensor data
and reported an alarm for each scenario where the
indicators were strong enough as specified by the
individual configurations described above. After the
execution of the scenarios, the calculated time difference between the start of the emergency situation and
its recognition by the models was logged (see Table 3) by the evaluation component. The results of
the various configurations were compared to the real
scenarios (control) and transformed into confusion
matrices. The sensitivity rate and the false positive
rate were calculated using the formulas in Section 4.2.
Subsequently, a χ2-test was used for each confusion
matrix to verify the independence of the classifier
(alpha-level: 0.05).
5.1. Results of all configurations
Tables 4 to 7 show the aggregation of the measured results of the evaluation component split into
the different behavior model configurations. The
cross-tabulation at the top represents the ratio between scenarios with and without a situation of physical helplessness (behavior deviation) and the result
of the detection component.
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Table 4
Result L1_config_X_kitchen (BD = Behavior Deviation)
L1_config_1_kitchen

Result/
Scenario
BD
No BD
Mean reaction time
(True positive)
Sensitivity
False positive rate
χ2-test

L1_config_2_kitchen

Table 7
Result L2_config_x_bathroom (BD = Behavior Deviation)

L1_config_3_kitchen

BD

No BD

BD

No BD

BD

No BD

25
0

4
21

25
0

1
24

25
0

0
25

16.5 sec

20.0 sec

28.9 sec

1

1

1

0.16

0.04

0

p < 0.001

p < 0.001

p < 0.001

L2_config_1_bathroom L2_config_2_ bathroom L2_config_3_ bathroom

Result/
Scenario
BD
No BD
Mean reaction time
(True positive)
Sensitivity
False positive rate
χ2-test

Table 5
Result L2_config_X_kitchen (BD = Behavior Deviation)
L2_config_2_kitchen

No BD

BD

No BD

BD

No BD

25
0

3
22

25
0

0
25

25
0

0
25

25
0

0
25

25
0

No
BD
0
25

BD
25
0

111.5 sec

141.5 sec

171.5 sec

1

1

1

0

0

0

p < 0.001

p < 0.001

p < 0.001

Configuration

False
Alarms

False Positive Rate

L1_config_1_kitchen

4

0.16

16.5

L1_config_2_kitchen

1

0.04

20.0

L1_config_3_kitchen

0

0

28.9

150.7 sec

L2_config_1_kitchen

3

0.12

94.9

1

1

1

L2_config_2_kitchen

0

0

120.7

L2_config_3_kitchen

0

0

150.7

0.12

0

0

p < 0.001

p < 0.001
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120.7 sec

p < 0.001
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L1_config_1_bathroom L1_config_2_ bathroom L1_config_3_ bathroom

No BD

BD

No BD

24
1

15
10

24
1

3
22

0.96
0.6

21.2 sec

AU

14.9 sec

p = 0.002

BD

24
1

TH

BD

No
BD
0
25

29.9 sec

0.96

0.96

0.12

0

p < 0.001

p < 0.001

In general, the number of false alarms (false positives) is lower at the higher level of granularity. At
level 1 (L1), the number of false alarms decreases
with the less stringent configurations. However,
longer reaction times were also observed with less
stringent configurations (see also Figs 17 and 18).
5.2. Summary of the results
Since sensitivity is 1 (resp. 0.96, Table 6) for all
configurations, the summary tables (Tables 8 and 9)
focus on the number of false alarms triggered, the
false positive rate, and the mean reaction time for
true positive cases.

No
BD
0
25

Mean Reaction Time
(in sec)

94.9 sec

Table 6
Result L1_config_x_bathroom (BD = Behavior Deviation, 1 False
negative because initial scenario ‘having a shower’ was not
learned as valid)
Result/
Scenario
BD
No BD
Mean reaction time
(True positive)
Sensitivity
False positive rate
χ2-test

BD

Table 8
Summary results kitchen – 50 scenarios (25 pos./25 neg.)

L2_config_3_kitchen

BD

No BD

PY

L2_config_1_kitchen

Result/
Scenario
BD
No BD
Mean reaction time
(True positive)
Sensitivity
False positive rate
χ2-test

BD

Table 9
Summary results bathroom – 50 scenarios (25 pos./25 neg.),
1 false negative at L1

Configuration

False
Alarms

False Positive Rate

Mean Reaction Time
(in sec)

L1_config_1_bathroom

15

0.6

14.9

L1_config_2_bathroom

3

0.12

21.2

L1_config_3_bathroom

0

0

29.9

L2_config_1_bathroom

0

0

111.5

L2_config_2_bathroom

0

0

141.5

L2_config_3_bathroom

0

0

171.5

Figures 17 and 18 show the relationship between
the false positive rate (FPR) and the mean reaction
time (MRT) for both behavior model levels.
The fact that the progression of the mean reaction
time appears to be linear can be explained by the
linear change of the relative tolerance values in configurations 1, 2, and 3 (see Tables 1 and 2).
5.3. Comparison to static thresholds
In order to compare the reaction times of the system described in this paper to a standard approach,
static thresholds were defined at the room level. They
were defined retrospectively such that the number of
false positives was identical to the results of the best
configuration pairs described in the current evalua-
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Fig. 17. Level 1 false positive rate and mean reaction time results.

Fig. 18. Level 2 false positive rate and mean reaction time results.
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tion. So the static threshold for the kitchen was defined as 161 sec and for the bathroom as 128 sec.
Therefore, the static threshold method expected that
the person would leave the room within these times.
Otherwise an alarm was sent. The reaction time was
t adetermined by the time at which the emergency situ
tion occurred after the person entered the room.
The corresponding reaction times of the evaluation
described in Section 5.1 were extracted. The best
configurations according to the hypothesis were
‘L1_config_2_kitchen’ and ‘L2_config_2_kitchen’
c , and ‘L1_config_3_bathroom’ and ‘L2_
as fallback
config_1_bathroom’ as fallback.
Since the reaction times were compared, only the
25 true positive results for each room were considered for this analysis. Figures 19 and 20 show the
reaction time ranges for the bathroom and kitchen
scenarios, respectively.
For the scenarios in the bathroom, the system sent
a notification based on the backup second-level behavior model once (scenario 14). In the kitchen, the
second behavior model never triggered any notification.
In 23 out of 25 scenarios in the bathroom, the reaction times of the described approach were faster
compared to the static threshold, whereas in 2 scenar-

C

O

Fig. 19. Visualization of the reaction times of static thresholds on
the room level to the described approach for the scenarios in the
bathroom.

Fig. 20. Visualization of the reaction times of static thresholds on
the room level to the described approach for the scenarios in the
kitchen.

ios the static threshold was more effective (scenarios
5 and 14).
24 of the 25 kitchen scenarios resulted in a faster
response time when utilizing the behavior modeling
system compared to the static thresholds. In scenario 5, the static thresholds meethod resulted in a false
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Table 10
Summary of mean reaction times of the two approaches
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alarm because the emergency situation occurred after
170 sec, so the static threshold time (161 sec) was
reached faster.
Table 10 shows the mean reaction times for the
two approaches in each room.
The mean reaction time of the behavior modeling
system was 51.4 sec faster in the bathroom and
80.8 sec faster in the kitchen compared to the use of
static thresholds.
It is worth noting that for the mean reaction time
of the detection of physical helplessness in the kitchen with the configurations ‘L1_config_2_kitchen’
and ‘L2_config_2_kitchen’ as fallback, the value of
20.0 sec is the same as for the behavior model of
only ‘L1_config_2_kitchen’ in Table 8. This is due to
the fact that the fallback mechanism of the second
level was not utilized in the kitchen with the current
set of scenarios.

PY

Mean reaction time
of detection of phys.
helplessness with static
thresholds (sec)
83.6
100.8

C

Bathroom
Kitchen

Mean reaction time
of detection of phys. helplessness with the described
approach (sec)
32.2
20.0

TH

6. Discussion
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The analysis of the data generally confirmed the
hypotheses. The system achieved much better results
than required by hypothesis H1. The measured sensitivity was 1 in 3 out of 4 cases. In the bathroom (level 1), the sensitivity was 0.96 due to one falsenegative result.
Exceptions for hypothesis H2 are that the most
stringent configuration (config_1) caused too many
false positives in three configuration conditions (both
levels config_1 in the kitchen, level 1 config_1 in the
bathroom) and that with a false positive rate of 12%,
config_2 could not be assured for level 1 in the bathroom either. The false positive rates of the other eight
configurations were low enough to confirm hypothesis H2 (see Tables 8 and 9). The interpretation of the
χ2 test for each confusion matrix supports the confirmation of the hypotheses. Hence, it was shown that
the environment of the test apartment together with
the detection system enables accurate detection of
situations of physical helplessness.
However, one problem was discovered. If the situation of inactivity occurred within a range of sensor

coverage that had not been learned as valid (or was
no longer valid), no detection was possible at this
level. This explains the only false positive result at
L1_config_X_bathroom (resulting in the sensitivity
of 0.96). Based on this experience, a high standard
time value was added for this kind of situation. In the
evaluation, the higher-level model reliably detected
this exception as a fallback.
The results show that a combination of one level 1
configuration with one level 2 configuration as a fallback resulted in 100% detection of a situation of
inactivity. The mean reaction time correlates directly
with the risk of raising false alarms (see Figs 17
and 18).
The comparison with a standard approach using
static thresholds on a room level shows that the reaction time can be reduced using the behavior modeling
system. It should be noted that the reaction time of
the system would increase in reality because an
analysis of the test scenarios revealed that the scenarios were played out faster than they would be in real
situations. This can also be seen in the calculated
static thresholds in Section 5.3, which would be
unrealistic in a real living environment. Nevertheless,
these results can be seen as an indicator of the
relative speed of the behavior modeling approach
compared to static thresholds. The scenarios were
played out in surroundings that usually have a higher
level of activity. It is expected that in such areas the
reaction time is faster, but the approach would also
work in other surroundings, such as the living room
or bedroom; however, areas with minimal activity
would result in increased reaction times due to the
learned longer thresholds that would be the result of
decreased activity.
As one of the next steps, we plan to objectively
compare our approach to other approaches recently
published. This can be done in two different ways:
We can use available data obtained from similar
systems or we can use an advanced approach on our
own data and compare the results.
Candidates for such tests could be the approaches
described in chapter 2.2 [12,14,17,35,37].
6.1. Limitations of the study
Several threats to validity could be identified and
are discussed in the following. The structure is based
on the suggestion made by Wohlin et al. [45]. In order to avoid threats to the construct validity of the
experiment, several different scenarios for evaluating
the accuracy of the detection component were used.
Furthermore, video analysis was used to verify
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approach is highly dependent on the accuracy of the
detection of a person’s presence and absence. This
means that information about entering and leaving
the monitored area must be communicated effectively. Option 1 (see chapter 3.3), the calculation of the
approximated mean values of the duration of the
transitions, additionally requires information about
the presence of two or more persons (temporally limited visit), whereas option 2, the storage of the maximum time values, is independent of that.
6.2. Conclusion
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The results from the experiments suggest that the
system is capable of identifying situations of physical
helplessness reliably and more effectively than the
static threshold based control system.
The controlled experiment showed that the technological solution and configuration described can
identify critical scenarios unobtrusively with totally
ambient sensors and without significant restrictions
on normal behavior, taking into account the described limitations.
Situations of physical helplessness were detected
with 100% sensitivity. Even in situations that had not
been learned as valid, sudden interruptions could still
be detected by using the higher-level behavior models as a fallback mechanism; however, more time was
needed for detection in these instances. One possibility to reduce reaction time and the number of false
alarms in general would be to include additional information in the reasoning process. It might be of
interest, for example, to know the concrete activity of
the person, e.g., whether the person is standing, sitting, lying, sitting on the ground, on all fours, going
down, or getting up. A solution for reliable identification of these activities has been published by
Gjoreski et al. [16]. This solution is realized by combining the information of body-mounted inertial sensors and location sensors. The combination could be
implemented in the following way: If the described
approach detects a potential situation of helplessness
and if, in addition, the last detected activity is ‘lying’,
‘sitting on the ground’, ‘on all fours’, or ‘going
down’, the likelihood of a real emergency situation is
much higher. In contrast, if the last detected activity
is ‘standing’ or ‘getting up’, the likelihood of a
wrong assumption is higher. As a special case, the
activity ‘sitting’ might be possible in both cases. This
modus operandi might be similar to the decision tree
introduced by Doughty et al. [13]. Because of the
second step, a more stringent configuration could be
chosen for this kind of realization.
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whether the tasks had been performed in the ‘correct’
way (e.g., no searching for items). Except for the test
environment setting, the tasks did not require any
special knowledge or experience.
Internal validity was assured to the best possible
extent. For instance, the scenario cards were carefully
designed and proofread by several people regarding
ambiguity of the task descriptions. Due to the variation of the scenarios and the simplicity of the tasks
(daily activities, partly interrupted by emergency
situations), learning effects (maturation) were not
expected. The experiments did not take more than a
couple of minutes. Therefore, the participants did not
feel bored or get tired. Volunteers were used for the
experiment (selection). This is seen as a threat because they might be motivated more than the average
population. However, because their performance was
not rated, this threat should not be relevant to the
current experiment.
Although the setting was artificial and the participants did not belong to the target population, it is
claimed that the results could be generalized. In a
trial run with an elderly person (woman, 73 years old,
living independently in her apartment), performance
of the evaluation tasks was similar to that of a
younger person (external validity).
Regarding conclusion validity and the reliability of
the measures and of the data processing, it can be
said that the measurements were conducted by the
detection component and worked identically for all
participants and scenarios. The quality of the measured data can be considered as high because the observations were recorded on video and checked in
random surveys to confirm that the sensors provided
correct outputs. The learned normal behavior was
based on data collected from scenarios played out by
other test persons. The scenarios were acted out by
seven people, whereas the algorithm is optimized for
one person. The conclusions are only valid for this
environment with this sensor setting. Since the ratio
chosen between positive and negative scenarios was
balanced, the sensitivity rate and the false positive
rate may have been estimated with an optimistic bias.
In reality, the proportion of positive cases is lower.
This approach only works for people living alone
and without pets, which can also trigger sensor
events. Sensor events triggered in parallel by two or
more persons would influence the learning of the
behavior models and the mapping of the normal behavior would be poor. Unrealistic transitions could
have been modeled, e.g., between motion sensors in
unconnected rooms, or the attached time ranges
could be too short. Additionally, the accuracy of the
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